WELL OPTIMIZER

WELL OPTIMIZER
Is an eco-friendly solution that addresses the following major controversies
associated with fracking:
•
•
•

Pollution of groundwater with toxic chemicals
Release of hydrogen sulfide that endangers oil field workers’ lives
Excess wastewater

IF WE PUT A CHEMICAL DOWN A HOLE
– what happens to the chemical after the fact? Does it just go into our aquifer?
What does it do?
Over a period of 30 days, outside of its sealed container in liquid form, our Well Optimizer
breaks down into its original components. In extensive testing that has been published,
after 90 days, you cannot find any trace of our Well Optimizer underground.
Because our Well Optimizer eradicates all bacteria it literally breaks
hydrogen sulfide (H2S) apart, neutralizing it at an atomic level
which converts it to sulfur. At that point, the sulfur will simply fall
to the bottom of the well as a molecular solid. With most biocides
bacteria is merely wounded, not killed or eradicated. Well Optimizer eradicates.

PROTECT YOUR PRODUCTION AND INJECTION WELLS,
PIPELINES AND FRAC FLUIDS.
• Sulfide & H2S Control to reduce the risk of H2S gas, poor hydrocarbon quality, and fouling
of production equipment, helping to improve system performance, minimize downtime,
and eliminate unnecessary expenses.
• Completion Fluids for tank treatments during
the fracturing process.
• Inject into Wells to protect your well against souring,
corrosion and help manage well pressures
and maintain high injectivity.
• Risk Reduction: The use of safe to handle chemicals
is an imperative considering most Pumpers who maintain
the well. The guys who treat them for Production benefits are
almost always alone when working.
Decreasing their exposure to dangerous chemicals while
working in remote locations alone is priceless.
When not treated properly, these things all lead to cost increase in the
repair of separators, tanks, flow iron, as well as pipeline repairs and risks
the lives of those working at the sites.

FRACK WATER
• Almost every gas well entails a frack job, requiring approximately 80,000 gallons
of water. This water can be treated with Well Optimizer solutions to manage bacteria,
which protects the fracturing fluids and gels, and ensuring polymer
and proppant performance. It removes scale and slime build-up from pipes, and cooling
water systems can be kept free of biofilm which improves heat exchange values
and eliminates microbial induced corrosion (MIC).
• Recent data collected from field operations where frack water was treated
with Well Optimizer show that the bacteria levels in the frack water were reduced
below the threshold level that would adversely impact stimulation fluids and gels.
Produced water may be treated before being revised in stimulation fluids or water floods.
• Our Well Optimizer can be used to enhance production from wells which have been
impacted by down-hole growth of bacteria, and other microorganisms, by killing
the bacteria and removing the restrictive biofilms. It is a great utility in the reduction
of hydrogen sulfide in produced water retention pools and make-up water.

WELL MAINTENANCE
• Well Optimizer is effective in producing wells as a biocide and anti-corrosive agent
and it neutralizes hydrogen sulfide at the atomic level in producing wells, reducing cost
of reconstruction of well linings.
• Produced Water Market
• Contaminated produced water must be decontaminated before release into
the environment or recycled for use. Retention ponds create environmental hazards,
harboring heavy metals and bacteria.

COOLING TOWERS
• Cooling tower water can be treated with low concentrations of Well Optimizer so that
bacteria in the tower are controlled. In addition, Well Optimizer removes the scale build-up
on fill, pans and in pipes so that a better heat exchange value is maintained throughout
the system. Costs for handling, storing and disposing of hazardous chemicals
used to treat for bacteria and inhibit scale are dramatically reduced.
Furthermore, downtime and maintenance costs for periodic cleaning
are eliminated.

ESTIMATED PRODUCT QUANTITY REQUIREMENTS:
• Frac Water – For typical water treatment of water from non-potable water sources, add enough Well Optimizer
to obtain a 1 to 3 ppm FAC residual after biocide load burden to mitigate and retard the growth of non-public health
microorganisms such as anaerobic bacteria, aerobic bacteria and sulfate reducing bacteria to protect fracturing
fluids, polymers and gels.
• Sour Wells - For typical well treatment, slug dose calculated volume of 1000 ppm FAC Well Optimizer depending
upon well parameters and conditions, into the well bore on a daily or weekly or monthly basis to maintain control
of unwanted odors, H2S Gas, H2S in the water phase, non-public health microorganisms, and iron sulfide, to restore
well production, integrity, and a safer environment.
• Produced Waters - For typical produced water and flow back water treatment, add enough Well Optimizer
to obtain a 1 to 3 ppm FAC residual in the produced or flow back water after biocide load burden to retard
the growth of non-public health microorganisms.
• Heater Treaters, Hydrocarbon Storage Facilities & Gas Storage Wells – For typical storage facility treatment, add
enough Well Optimizer to obtain a 1 to 3 ppm FAC residual into the water phase of the mixed hydrocarbon/water
system to retard the growth of non-public health microorganisms, control unwanted odors and the formation
of H2S gases, and reduce corrosion of production equipment.
• Water Flood Injection Water - For typical water flood injection water treatment, add enough Well Optimizer to obtain
a 0.1-0.5 ppm FAC residual to retard the growth of non-public health microorganisms and control slime in pipelines.
• Oil and Gas Transmission Lines - For typical transmission line treatment, slug dose calculated
volume depending upon fluid volume and line size of 1000 ppm FAC of Well Optimizer in to the
transmission line on a daily or weekly basis to control unwanted non-public health
microorganisms, such as SRB’s, reduce microbiologically influenced corrosion (MIC) and remove
the slime and associated sessile bacteria which can degrade pipeline integrity.

*WELL OPTIMIZER-400 O&G
40# Bucket- $50 per lb
10# Dissolvable Bags- $52 per lb
10# Bags - $50 per lb

*WELL OPTIMIZER-425 PELLETS
40# Bucket - $57.60 per lb
10# Dissolvable Bags - $59.50 per lb
10# Bag- $57.50 per lb

*WELL OPTIMIZER-900 O&G
40# Bucket - $45 per lb

*Average cost ends up being $1 - $1.50 per gallon Exact quote is figured off the test results of what we are treating
Give us a shot: WE WILL SAVE YOU $$$ on average customers are saving 1/3 to ½ off their current scavenger bill

